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Office of Administration       

Mail Stop: TWFN-7-A60M 

U>S> Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001 

 

From:  Virginia Sanders 

7049 Glengarry Drive 

 Columbia, South Carolina 

 

Comments on the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Scoping Relate to 
preparation of an Environmental Impact Report on the Westinghouse Fuel 
Fabrication Facility located in Richland County, South Carolina, Docket- 

NRC-2015-0039. 

 

As a resident of the Lower Richland Community where the Westinghouse plant 
is located, I am writing to give SCOPING Comments.  I feel that my rights as a 
landowner as well as those of my generations to come will be taken away by 
the granting of a forty year permit to Westinghouse. 

  Westinghouse has not been a good neighbor to the people in Lower Richland 
and by asking for a forty year license when the residents are undergoing 
financial hardship with unemployment being so high as well as so many of us 
being stricken with the COVID Virus you at NRC has exhibit a measure  of 
understanding and compassion. 

 

Attached find my SCOPING comments. 

 

Virginia Sanders 



  

 
 
 

 

 



August 31, 2020 

Docket ID NRC-2015-0039 

Submitted via regulations.gov 

 

Comments on Scoping of the Environmental Impact Statement for the 

Proposed Renewal of the Columbia Fuel Fabrication Facility’s Licence to Operate 

Sierra Club submits these preliminary comments to inform the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commissions’ scoping process for the Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”) regarding its 

review of whether to grant the proposed forty year operating license for the Columbia Fuel 

Fabrication Facility (Columbia Fuel). Sierra Club submits these scoping comments to identify 

areas that the EIS must rigorously and objectively investigate in order to fully inform its 

decision. 

I. The EIS Must Address Emergency/Accident Response Plans Including Community 

Notification 

Columbia Fuel has experienced a number of known incidents in the last five years. These 

include uranium buildup in an air scrubber, employee accidents, improper storage, leaks of 

hydrofluoric acid and uranyl nitrate into soil, a storage container roof leak, leaking lagoon liner, 

and an explosion of a storage drum. The continuous string of incidents indicates that the plant’s 

safety plans need significant review and updates. 

Columbia Fuel has not fulfilled its duty as a responsible neighbor to inform local 

communities in a timely manner about problems at the plant. Local community members have a 

right to know about any potential problems at Columbia Fuel that may impact them. Local 

communities often do not learn about malfunctions or accidents until they read about incidents in 

the newspaper several days after they occur. The plant has made commitments to improve their 

 

notification system several times at public meetings, but so far this commitment has not been 

honored. The EIS should assess Columbia Fuel’s emergency response plans and ensure that 

there is a robust community notification plan in place. 

II. The EIS Must Address Continued Need for Nuclear Fuel Rods over the Duration of 



the Permit 

In determining whether to grant a renewal of the license, NRC must assess expected need 

for nuclear fuel rods in the future. In the last several years, many nuclear power power plants 

have shut down or contemplated bankruptcy. 1 Additionally, costs of renewable energies and 

battery storage have been decreasing, making them increasingly attractive low carbon 

alternatives to nuclear power. 2 The EIS must assess if current demand for nuclear fuel can be 

supplied by other existing facilities, and whether the supply from this facility will be needed over 

the proposed forty additional years of a renewed license, considering both the no action 

alternative and a renewed license with a substantially shorter time frame that would allow 

continued assessment of need for fuel rods. 

III. The EIS Must Investigate Existing Contamination, Impacts, and Cleanup. 

The EIS must rigorously assess existing contamination at Columbia Fuels. This must 

include the contamination from a 2011 leak that went unreported for years and that 

Westinghouse has stated will not be remediated until the plant closes and water contamination 

potentially dating to a breach from 1971. 3 The EIS must examine potential for future leaks and 

 

1 https://stateimpact.npr.org/pennsylvania/2018/03/29/firstenergy-says-its-closing-three-nuclear-
plants- 

seeks-federal-help/, 

https://apnews.com/f9831eb0ddf44603abb2c9cb76d35f88#:~:text=(AP)%20%E2%80%94%20The%20m 

oney%2D,after%20Chicago%2Dbased%20Exelon%20Corp. 

2 https://www.forbes.com/sites/energyinnovation/2020/01/21/renewable-energy-prices-hit-record-
lows- 

how-can-utilities-benefit-from-unstoppable-solar-and-wind/#3635bb82c84e, 

https://www.utilitydive.com/news/electricity-costs-from-battery-storage-down-76-since-2012- 

bnef/551337/#:~:text=Going%20back%20to%202012%2C%20BNEF,the%20first%20half%20of%202019. 

 

contamination, as there have been several contamination events in the last few years, and 

determine what if anything can be done in addition to the insufficient current practices to ensure 



containment of hazardous materials. 4 

IV. The EIS Must Address the Disproportionate Placement of Industrial Facilities in 

this Community and Disproportionate Impacts on Community Members. 

Columbia Fuels is actually located in Lower Richland, outside of Columbus, in a 

majority Black community with lower median income than much of the rest of the Columbia 

area. This community is also home to a coal plant and a paper mill. The community has a 

disproportionately high rate of cancer and other illnesses associated with pollution. The 

community also uses well water, such that the risks of contamination are higher than they would 

be if their water was sourced from elsewhere. The EIS must rigorously assess the risks to the 

surrounding community from this facility and the cumulative risks from other surrounding 

facilities. Under Executive Order 12,898, federal agencies must “determine whether a project 

will have a disproportionately adverse effect on minority and low-income populations.” 


